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Creating your Digital Cinema Package for Theatrical Screenings 

 
Congratulations on the completion of your film! Now it’s time to get it out there. You will be 

screening in a Digital Cinema Theater, which means your film will need to be delivered as a 

“Digital Cinema             Package” (also known as a “DCP”). Our company is working with Community 

Flicks to assist you, starting with this one-sheet that will help tell you how to create the DCP you 

will need for screening. 

 

We are offering discounted pricing for you as a Community Flick’s supporter, and the DCP we create 

can be          used at any digital cinema in the world. We’ve created DCPs for films at Cannes, Sundance, 

and many other festivals, and now we’re excited to work with you! 

 

WHAT WE WILL NEED FROM YOU: 

ost films we receive are filmed either in HD (1920x1080) or 4K (3840x2160). We also work with 
films in “Scope” aspect ratio - (2.39:1). We can truly work with anything, but your film 

may be slightly adjusted to fit within these dimensions. 

 
ound is half the picture! We recommend that your maximum levels, do not exceed -12dB. 
Theater sound systems are quite powerful and will make the most of your master with a little 

headroom. We can work with simple stereo audio or surround sound files. If you would like to send 
your audio separate from the video, please make sure that it synchronizes with your video (no leader 
or two-pop). 

 

hat to send us: Upload your completed video file with embedded audio exactly as you would 
like the audience to experience your film in the theater. It is always best to add a 

bit of blank video at the beginning (a second or two should suffice). Do not add a slate, synch pop, 
etc. 

 

ormats we recommend: ProRes422 (this does not need to be HQ , nor should it be LT) a high-
quality H.264 file works best for our conversion process. 

 

NEXT STEPS: 

Visit https://criolladcp.com/get-a-quote/ - we only need to ask a few short questions to begin the 
process. Please add the coupon code “AFG-CF”. We will respond immediately with pricing 
information and any possible questions. You can also email us at info@criolladcp.com or phone 434-
207-8223 with any questions. Thanks - we can’t wait to see your film! 
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